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Security 
 
Continuing the pattern of previous months, there have been a number of suicide attacks in 
December. Two of these were aimed at International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) 
forces. This may be intended to undermine support within European states for the planned 
expansion of ISAF to the southern provinces in the spring. The specific incidents have 
included the following: 
 

• On 4th December, a suicide bomber killed himself and a civilian in Kandahar when he 
detonated explosives aimed at a US military convoy. 

 
• Three passers-by were injured on 11th December when a suicide bomber blew himself 

up near a convoy of US troops in Kandahar. 
 

• On 14th December, a suicide bomber blew himself up in a park near the shrine in 
Mazar-i-Sharif. There were no other casualties. 

 
• Two people were injured when a suicide bomber blew himself up in Kabul on 16th 

December. The incident occurred near the building where the parliament was due to 
meet on 19th December and damaged an ISAF vehicle. 

 
• Three Italian soldiers attached to ISAF were slightly injured on 20th December when a 

car drew up alongside their vehicle and blew up as they were travelling into Herat 
from the airport. The Taliban claimed responsibility. 

 
ISAF forces were also targeted through other attacks. These included the following: 
 

• On December 12th, three Canadian ISAF soldiers were injured, along with a foreign 
journalist, when a road-side bomb exploded close to their vehicle near the town of 
Maywand, to the west of Kandahar. 

 
• Two ISAF soldiers were injured on 26th December when a bomb blast hit their vehicle 

on a main road in the northern province of Baghlan. Two civilians were also 
wounded. 

 
A further incident, on 12th December, in which a donkey carrying a land mine on its back 
exploded near the vehicle of an aid agency in Faizabad in north-eastern Afghanistan would 
also appear to have been aimed at the international presence. There were no other casualties. 
 
In another, relatively new development, terrorist acts have been organized with the apparent 
aim of discouraging parents from sending their children to school and teachers from teaching. 
Those administering education services have also been targeted. The incidents have included 
the following: 
 

• On 14th December, the head of a district education department and a school official 
were kidnapped in Giro district in the southern province of Ghazni. Their bodies were 
found on the following day.  
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• A teacher was shot dead in the Nad Ali district of Helmand Province on 16th 
December.  He was dragged from the classroom and shot at the school gate. He had 
received a series of warning letters from the Taliban to stop teaching girls. 

 
• On 17th December, gunmen on motorcycles opened fire on students leaving school in 

Lashkargah, the provincial capital of Helmand Province. One student and a guard 
were killed. 

 
The police have continued to be a major target of terrorist attacks, aimed to undermine 
morale and recruitment. The specific incidents, many of which have been in Helmand 
Province, have included the following: 
 

• On 3rd December, a police officer was killed, and five others wounded, when their 
vehicle was ambushed in Helmand Province.  

 
• A police officer and two civilians were killed on 5th December in the Nad Ali district 

of Helmand Province when gunmen opened fire from a passing car. 
 

• Two policemen were killed and two others injured when a police patrol was 
ambushed on 9th December in Baghnai district of Helmand Province. 

 
• Seven policemen were killed on 9th December when about 90 Taliban fighters 

attacked a police post in Garmser district of Helmand Province.  
 

• On the same day, another police officer was killed in Deh Rawood district, in the 
southern province of Zabul.  

 
• On 17th December, three policemen were killed in an attack on a police checkpoint 

outside Kandahar.  
 

• On 19th December, three police officers were killed in the eastern province of Kunar. 
 

• Four policemen were killed and eight wounded on 29th December when a bomb 
exploded near their checkpoint in Helmand Province. 

 
Other government officials have also been targeted. On 3rd December, the head of 
administration for Shah Wali Kot district of Kandahar Province was killed, along with two 
security officers, in a bomb attack. Three other policemen were injured. 
 
A different pattern is apparent in an incident on 4th December in which a member of 
parliament for Laghman Province was killed in a gunfight, along with at least two supporters. 
The circumstances surrounding his death remain unclear but it immediately provoked 
widespread protests and raised concerns about the vulnerability of members of parliament to 
assassination as a consequence of the clause in the electoral law which provides that, in the 
event of the death of a member of parliament, the candidate of the same gender with the next 
number of votes will take his or her place. In response, the Afghan cabinet suspended this 
particular clause on 12th December, pending an investigation into the M.P’s death, and have 
not allocated his seat. 
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Protests were also in evidence when hundreds of people were reported to have clashed with 
police on 16th December in Charkh district of Logar Province, to the south of Kabul. A riot 
would appear to have broken out in response to the arrest of local religious leaders accused of 
planning to ambush a police convoy. 
 
Elections 
 
On 10th December, President Karzai announced his appointees to the 102-seat Meshrano 
Jirga, or upper house of parliament, as provided under the Afghan constitution. These 
represent one third of the members. The other two thirds had previously been selected by the 
Provincial Councils. The President’s appointments to the Meshrano Jirga, which are equally 
divided by gender, include many high profile figures and would appear to reflect political 
considerations, in part. Thus, one of the appointees is Mohammed Fahim whom he dismissed 
as Defence Minister a year ago in the face of widespread concern over his human rights 
record. He remains a powerful representative of the Tajik population, however, and President 
Karzai would appear to have regarded it as politically opportune to bring him back within the 
governmental process.  Another key figure is former President of Afghanistan, Sibghatullah 
Mujadidi, who is currently head of the Commission for Strengthening Peace and Stability 
which seeks to encourage former Taliban to come over to the government. Also appointed is 
Sediqa Balkhi, whose work as Minister for Martyrs and the Disabled has come under 
criticism. Other appointees are the Governors of Helmand and Uruzgan, who have been 
removed from office to take on the new role. There have been calls for the dismissal of the 
Governor of Helmand in recent months. Another appointment of significance is the brother of 
a candidate for the Wolesi Jirga who was gunned down in September in the northern province 
of Balkh. He was a representative of the Hazara population and his murder provoked 
demonstrations in Mazar-i-Sharif and Kabul. 
 
Prior to the inaugural meeting of the new parliament, the newly elected members received a 
week-long orientation programme which included an introduction to the constitution, rules 
and procedures relating to legislation and the budget process. This commenced on 10th 
December. 
 
The parliament was convened on 19th December, with members of both the Meshrano Jirga 
(Upper House) and Wolesi Jirga (Lower House) in attendance. It was held under extremely 
tight security. The meeting was attended by President Karzai, the former King, Zahir Shah, 
and the US Vice-President, Dick Cheney. 
 
On 21st December, it was announced that Yunus Qanouni, former Interior and Education 
Minister who came second in the presidential elections, had been elected leader of the Wolesi 
Jirga. He narrowly defeated Abdul Rab Rasoul Sayyaf, the leader of Ittihad-i-Islami. 
Sibghatullah Mujadidi was elected as head of the Meshrano Jirga. All three men were key 
figures within the Mujahidin during the period of the Soviet-backed government of 1978-92. 
 
A former minister of tribal affairs, Arif Nurzai, was elected first deputy leader of the Wolesi 
Jirga and a female member of parliament for Badakshan, Fawzia Kofi, was elected second 
deputy leader. 
 
The European Union Election Observation Mission published its final report on the 
parliamentary and provincial council elections on December 10th. This commented that 
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“irregularities and fraud cast a shadow over the elections in a number of provinces” and also 
recommended that the Single Non Transferable Vote system should be reviewed.  
 
The Afghanistan Research and Evaluation Unit has produced a very useful analysis of the 
September elections through a publication entitled: ‘A House Divided? Analysing the 2005 
Afghan Elections’.  
 
Of particular value is a detailed analysis of the successful candidates. This was a preceded by 
the caveat that “allegiances and alliances are constantly shifting, individuals may be allied to 
more than one group at any one time, and a top layer of alliances may hide multiple lower 
levels of complex relationships and allegiances.” The report concludes that, of the 249 
elected candidates, 81 belong to or are aligned with 13 different parties or factions (plus 
independents) that can be categorized as “pro-government”, 84 members belong to or are 
aligned with nine different parties or factions (plus independents) that can be categorized as 
“pro-opposition” and 84 members can be classified as “non-aligned”  or with “no clear 
factional alignment.” These include 15 members who belong to or are aligned with 11 
primarily left/democratic parties or factions.  
 
However, those who are noted as being ‘pro-government’ include powerful figures such as 
Burhanuddin Rabbani and Abdul Rab Rasoul Sayyaf whose continuing allegiance would 
need to be carefully managed. It is therefore not surprising that the study states that “the time 
and resources needed to achieve and maintain a parliamentary majority, especially with so 
many individuals and small factions to please, will inevitably make the task of legislating 
slow and difficult” and adds that “ an environment of constant deal making and horse-trading 
could diminish the image and reputation of the National Assembly in the eyes of many 
Afghans.”  
 
The report comments that “a predominantly conservative society has elected a predominantly 
conservative parliament.” It also notes that 113 of the elected members belong to or are 
affiliated with parties that could be classified as Islamic, whether conservative/fundamentalist 
or moderate/traditionalist and adds that the National Assembly can be expected to “push a 
more conservative agenda than the government, which, for the past four years, has been 
heavily influenced by western governments and agendas.”  It thus anticipates that debates on 
social, cultural and religious issues may become particularly heated. 
 
The analysis provides a breakdown of the ethnic origins of the successful candidates, as 
follows: Pushtun: 47.4%;Tajik and Aimaq: 21.3%; Hazara: 12%; Uzbek: 8%; Non-Hazara 
Shi’a: 4.4%; Turkmen: 2%; Arab: 2%; Ismaili: 1.2%; Pashai: 0.8%; Baluch: 0.4% and 
Nuristani: 0.4%. It, however, comments that, while ethnic partisanship in politics is becoming 
generally less acceptable, it is of interest that no Uzbek members and only 19.5% of Hazara 
members support the government.  
 
The study found that there were “some allegations of intimidation and vote rigging on 
election day, and widespread reports of fraud during the ballot counting process’. This 
included the intimidation of other candidates by those with links to armed groups. Many were 
said to have received death threats. In the southern provinces, the report noted, Taliban 
threats against both candidates and voters “severely restricted campaign activities.”  
 
Powerful figures also sought to influence the outcome. Ismail Khan, the former Governor of 
Herat, was said “to have backed a total of 11 male and four female candidates.” The former 
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Governor of Kandahar, Gul Agha Sherzai, went to Kandahar to help organize his tribe, in 
spite of his new role as Governor of Nangarhar, but, as one commentator was reported to 
have said: “ his removal to Nangarhar helped reduce his control over the Barakzais.” Some 
Pushtun tribes were stated to have attempted to orchestrate the maximum representation of 
their interests but with varying results. The influence of the tribes was said to be weaker than 
it was 30 years ago but, in spite of this, tribal identity was “widely perceived to be the 
decisive determinant of voting behaviour in Kandahar.”  
 
The report reflected on the low turn-out rate and noted that the successful candidates for the 
Wolesi Jirga received the votes of only 16% of the registered voters. It commented that “most 
people interviewed for this study, as well as many quoted in the print and broadcast media, 
attributed the decline to growing frustration and disillusionment with President Karzai and his 
government.” It adds that another reason for the low turnout was “the large number of 
notorious commanders, human rights violators and drug traffickers who were contesting the 
elections.”  
 
It advises that the percentage of female voters was 43%, an improvement on the 41% in the 
presidential elections, but notes that there were many reports of men voting on behalf of 
women. The report comments that “the large scale participation of women as both candidates 
and voters may break down some of the cultural taboos against female participation in public 
life.”  
 
The turnout is said to be highest in the central highlands and to be indicative of the Hazara 
community mobilizing its voters.   This links with the fact that only 32% of the elected 
candidates in the south are affiliated with political parties as compared with 79% in the north 
and 88% in the central highlands. Affiliation to political parties is therefore an important 
factor in the voting decisions of the Hazaras, Tajiks and Uzbeks. 
 
The study comments that there was “a preference to accommodate rather than confront many 
candidates with the potential to cause trouble” and adds that “ the resulting lax candidate 
vetting process enabled many candidates with links to illegal armed groups, narcotics 
trafficking, criminal gangs, as well as some facing war crime allegations, to contest and win 
seats.” It further adds that “these factors undermined the perceived credibility of the elections 
and tarnished the image of the new National Assembly in the eyes of many Afghans”. 
 
The document notes that, based on interviews conducted, voters “wanted powerful and 
influential representatives who would be effective in delivering patronage and resolving their 
problems.” This favoured those who had substantial resources. Drug money is said to have 
played an instrumental role. This is reported to have not only funded the campaigns of drug 
traffickers but also those of candidates without resources “who would then be required to 
repay through political favours or protection. ”  
 
A sample survey of candidates is said to have concluded that the key policy objectives of 
most candidates were promoting education and fighting illiteracy, social justice/human rights, 
social welfare and women’s rights (“in accordance with Islam”). However, this was within 
the urban environment of Herat and may not reflect rural perspectives. 
 
The report speculates that the provincial councils would prove to have more power than was 
envisaged for them in the provincial council law because the many powerful figures elected 
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would ensure that the councils were taken seriously in relation to decisions that affected local 
outcomes.  
 
The study looks back at the parliaments from 1965 to 1973 and notes that an adversarial 
relationship developed between the parliament and the government over that period because 
of “the absence of political parties to aggregate interests.” It should be noted, in this context, 
that the leader of the parliament, Yunus Qanouni, is from the opposition camp. It expresses 
concern that parliament could have a paralyzing effect on government and indicates that this 
could manifest itself when the parliament takes on its first responsibilities of reviewing and 
approving the current Cabinet members, together with all the presidential decrees to date.  
The report questions whether it was sensible to have committed resources to the organization 
of elections before effective state institutions were in place. It anticipates that elected 
members of parliament will not be able to meet the expectations of their constituents if the 
state infrastructure is not in a position to deliver.   
 
ISAF expansion 
 
NATO Foreign Ministers, at a meeting held on 8th December, formally agreed to the 
expansion of the International Security Assistance Force to the southern provinces of 
Kandahar, Uruzgan, Helmand, Nimroz and Zabul in the spring. The expansion will add up to 
6,000 troops to the current ISAF deployment of 9,500.  
 
The US government has also announced, this month, a reduction in the deployment of its own 
troops from 19,000 to 16,000 by the end of March 2006. 
 
The Dutch Government continues to face opposition from its parliament to its planned 
deployment of up to 1,400 troops to Uruzgan, as part of the ISAF expansion. Dutch 
parliamentarians are questioning whether their forces will be placed at too great a risk in the 
face of the ongoing insurgency. Concern has also been expressed over a possible mingling of 
the ISAF mission and the US-led ‘Enduring Freedom’ mission. Parliamentarians have stated 
that there is insufficient information on the necessity for the deployment and on the exact 
tasks to be carried out. 
 
It remains unclear how ISAF, with its peacekeeping mandate, will operate in this very 
complex environment. Debate is ongoing within NATO as to how best to achieve a positive 
impact in a situation in which ISAF forces are not differentiated from the US-led coalition 
forces. As noted above, ISAF forces have been more frequent targets of terrorist attacks in 
Kabul and the northern provinces in recent months. 
 
Taliban issue decree 
 
The Taliban issued a decree, on around 10th December, in which they called for a jihad 
against those who served the “Americans and the British”. This decree is significant in that it 
presents the US and Britain as equal targets of the insurgency. It is not clear whether this 
reflects a more pronounced link between the insurgency in Afghanistan and that in Iraq or 
whether this is a result of the increased leadership role that the British Government will play 
within NATO Afghanistan as ISAF expands to the southern provinces. 
 
It is of interest to note, in this context, that a statement was issued on 11th December by one 
of the radical Mujahidin parties, Hisb-e-Islami (Khalis), in which it denounced the planned 
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expansion of ISAF to the southern provinces as a “satanic plot” and warned NATO members 
not to “drag themselves” into the US war in Afghanistan. 
 
There are indications that the Taliban and other radical elements may be gaining influence in 
the Waziristan region of Pakistan, along the Afghan border, in spite of the presence of 60,000 
Pakistani troops. 
 
Refugees 
 
The Pakistan Government announced on 1st December that it planned to close Jalozai refugee 
camp, near Peshawar, in the near future. This camp currently houses 120,000 refugees and is 
one of four camps earmarked for closure. Another of the camps is also near to Peshawar and 
contains 50,000 refugees. Two of the others are in Baluchistan and accommodate 63,000 
refugees. This latest round of closures is part of a pattern which has been evident for the past 
year or so in which the Pakistan government, citing security concerns, has placed increasing 
pressure on Afghans to return by enforced closure of their camps. It is not clear, however, to 
what extent those who have repatriated to Afghanistan as a result have since returned to 
Pakistan to seek work in one or other of the urban centres. For as long as poverty remains 
acute for the vast majority of the population, and employment prospects extremely limited, 
labour migration to Pakistan and Iran can be expected to represent a major livelihood 
strategy. Although 1.6 million refugees repatriated in 2002, followed by 340,000 in 2003, 
380,000 in 2004 and 450,000 in 2005, the Afghan population in Pakistan, at 2.6 million, 
remains only marginally less than it was at the beginning of 2002. The registered Afghan 
population of Iran is reported to be around one million in the wake of the repatriation of 
260,000 refugees in 2005. However, the level of illegal labour migration to Iran is likely to 
also be high, resulting in periodic large-scale deportations, so the actual Afghan population in 
Iran may be significantly higher than is given above as will the number of Afghans who have 
crossed into Afghanistan from Iran.  
 
Earthquake hits Afghanistan 
 
An earthquake measuring 6.7 on the Richter scale hit Afghanistan on 13th December, with its 
epicenter about 105 km to the south-east of Faizabad in the north-eastern province of 
Badakshan. The earthquake occurred 230km below the surface and, because of this depth, 
caused relatively little damage. About 10 people were injured and about 200 homes were 
destroyed. There were no reported deaths. 
 
New UN envoy appointed 
 
The UN Secretary General has appointed a German peacekeeping official, Tom Koenigs, as 
his Special Envoy for Afghanistan. Mr Koenigs will take up his new post within the next few 
months. He replaces Jean Arnault who has held the position since early 2004. 
 
Aid and Economic developments 
 
On 1st December, the US and Afghan governments signed a memorandum of understanding 
on US assistance to Afghanistan over the next five years. This is said to cover support to 
programmes in education, health care, economic and democratic government. It is unclear 
how much of the budget of $5.5 billion will be spent on US contractors. There has been much 
debate within Afghanistan, and within the international press, of late about the high cost of 
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contracts issued by USAID to US companies. This has included concern over the poor quality 
of many programmes, arising, in part, from the extreme difficulties that US personnel face in 
monitoring projects as a consequence of the adverse security situation.  
 
On 13th December, the World Bank announced the approval of a grant of $80 million to 
support post-conflict reconstruction. In a review of its programme published in September 
2005, the World Bank commented that the issue of weak capacity within the Afghan 
government – notably to carry out legal reform- should inform the design of subsequent 
assistance programmes.  
 
The Asian Development Bank announced on 23rd December that it had approved the first part 
of a projected $105 million programme to reform Afghanistan’s fiscal management and 
public administration systems. 
 
The International Monetary Fund has published the conclusions of an IMF mission which 
visited Afghanistan from 8th-22nd November 2005 under its Staff-Monitored Program and 
2005 Article IV Consultation. This concluded that agricultural output had increased on the 
basis of good rainfall and that growth had been evident in construction, trade, transportation 
and telecommunications. It noted that increases in rents had slowed markedly while there had 
been a sharp rise in petroleum product prices. Inflation was expected to be around 10% at 
year end. It commented that lower than expected development spending reflected 
“longstanding capacity constraints, unrealistic expectations on the pace of implementation, 
weaknesses in budget formulation and security concerns”. It commented in a similar vein 
when stating that “lingering insecurity, illicit drug industry activities, the poor state of 
infrastructure and weak institutions remain the key constraints to investment, sustainable 
growth and improvements in social welfare.” Growth in 2005 is estimated to be 14% but this 
is expected to reduce to around 10% for the next three years based on agricultural growth and 
“sustained, albeit decelerating, activity in construction and services”. 
 
Justice and Interior Ministers of the European Union, in a statement made on 1st December, 
committed themselves to provide training for the Afghan National Police and the judiciary in 
Afghanistan. Concern at the extremely limited progress made in bringing the police and the 
judiciary up to the standards of international human rights conventions has been high on the 
agenda in discussions between European governments in recent months.  
 
The Afghan and British governments co-chaired a regional economic conference held in 
Kabul on 4th and 5th December. This brought together representatives of Tajikistan, 
Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Iran, Pakistan, China, India, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, 
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan and was aimed to encourage an increased level of trade. 
Following the conference, the delegates jointly agreed to cooperate in a number of areas, 
including the supply of electricity to Afghanistan, trade, water resource management and 
counter-narcotics. The border towns of Herat, Mazar-i-Sharif and Kunduz already benefit 
from electricity supplied by Iran, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan but Kabul will have to wait 
until 2008 for power lines to bring electricity from Uzbekistan and Tajikistan.  
 
Pakistan has announced that it hopes to complete reconstruction work on the Torkham-
Jalalabad road by June 2006. 
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It was reported on 28th December that Iran plans to resurface roads in and around the city of 
Farah in western Afghanistan and also in Nimroz Province. It will, in addition,  undertake 
further road improvement work in Herat Province. 
 
Human rights 
 
The Afghan Government has approved a plan to investigate allegations of human rights 
abuses and war crimes committed since 1978. The Action Plan for Peace, Reconciliation and 
Justice in Afghanistan, which was drawn up by the Afghan Independent Human Rights 
Commission (AIHRC), involves the establishment of a five-member task force – three of 
whom will be appointed by President Karzai, one by the UN and one by the AIHRC. It also 
calls for a mechanism for remembering the victims of Afghanistan’s wars, detailed 
information collection and a process of reconciliation between the various ethnic groups 
involved in past fighting. 
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